
MINUTES
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
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10th December, 2022
DATE

10AM, Paris time
TIME

Online via video conference (Zoom)
LOCATION

Raphael Reck (Vice President)

Colette Redon (Treasurer)

Marine Lacourie (Secretary)

Arnaud Brival (General Director)

Lynn Lawrance (General Manager)

Annika Hardelli (member)

Steven Mende (member)

Klaus Haeger (member)

Andrea Haeger (member)

ATTENDEES

Loreley Picourt (President)

APOLOGIES
-

PROXIES

AGENDA
 1. Welcome
 2. Minutes of the previous AGM
 3. 2021 financial report
 4. Field report
 5. Any other business
 6. Closing and thank you
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1.1: Loreley Picourt, President of the association, was not able to attend. Arnaud Brival, as Director

General with relevant powers of the board as delegated, opened the AGM and handed to elected

chairperson, Lynn Lawrance.

1.2: Quorum declared as present, and meeting officially declared open.

2. Approval of minutes of previous AGM

1. Welcome
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2.1: As per agenda item 2, the Chair presented the minutes of the 2021 AGM, held on September 25th,

2021, for approval.

These minutes were circulated to members with the notice of the 2022 AGM, and for the purposes

of this meeting, were taken as read. The Chair put to the members that these minutes were a true and

accurate record of the 2021 AGM.

All members indicated by a show of hands that these minutes were a true and accurate record of the

2021 AGM, and in the absence of any comments, questions or disagreements, the Chair declared that

the minutes were approved and noted by the members.

3. 2021 Financial report

"Honoraires": this amount represents Lynn Lawrance and Arnaud Brival's salaries, even though they

haven't been paid yet. This amount is due to be paid when the association will be granted enough;

By end 2021, there were 56,255 euros in the association's bank account;

3.1: Colette Redon, Treasurer, presented the financial records of the Association, from 01/01/2021 to

31/12/2021, as outlined in the Figures 1 and 2, and in accordance with all presiding tax laws.

3.2: The Chair put it to the members that the financial records as presented were true and accurate,

and in the absence of any comments, questions or disagreements, the Chair declared that the Financial

Records were approved and noted by the members.

3.3: Main information for the compte de résultats (figure 1):

3.4: Main information for the balance sheet of the year (figure 2):

The debts represent the amount related to Lawrance and Arnaud Brival's salaries, as mentioned in 3.2.

Figure 1 Figure 2
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4. Activity report

A) OVERVIEW  - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance) and Arnaud Brival

A.1: The Chair then moved onto Agenda item 4; an overview of the achievements of The SEA People and

it's partner organisation, Yayasan Orang Laut Papua. This overview was conducted collaboratively by

the Chair, and Arnaud Brival.

B) GALAXEA, the new boat  - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance) and Arnaud Brival

B.1: Lynn Lawrance updated the members with the boat information.

Acquiring a boat was a necessary step in the upscaling of projects, yet quickly became a challenge.

Indeed, even though an expert was hired to assess the boat before the purchase, the maintenance and

repairs that were meant to be done before its delivery to TSP team were, for most, either not done, or

incorrectly done.

The issues generated a high amount of stress and spendings for the team in charge of the purchase and

motoring the boat to its final destination. Thanks to the support of Planete Mer, the boat is now

functional and operational. In the end, the final price, that included lots of equipment, was reasonable.

The boat is now at its mooring built by TSP team, and helps a lot for all the association's operations, and

even helps with creating an identity for the association on the field.

3.5: The financial reports look healthy, though still simple. In 2022, they will most likely get more

complex mainly because of the boat being bought, repaired and maintained. Colette Redon mentioned

that she might need the support of an accountant for the year 2022.
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Tomi Kumanireng. Trained to be the 1st Papuan Padi instructor of Raja Ampat,  he decided to seek

work as a dive guide during the liveaboard season in another part of Indonesia (without

notification), rather than coming back to fulfil his leadership duties with the foundation and

amongst his community. As he was one of the Yaf Keru leaders, his absence meant that Arnaud had

to take on his role in addition to an existing heavy workload;

Zadrak Sauyai. Family and cultural pressure led to high absenteeism, combined with the re-opening

of tourism and associated higher salaries, causing Zadrak to leave the Yayasan (without notice

period), and at time of writing remains largely unemployed with occasional dive guide work. 

Petrus Unemlora, boat captain;

Jon Korompis, boat mechanician;

Linus Membraku, local coordinator;

Aldi Membraku, coral gardener;

Piet Awom, coral gardener.

Trained to become a coral gardener, whilst completing  Open Water Certification;

If the staff passes the Open Water, gets along with the other staff and local communities, they will

be trained further in conservation as well as Advanced Open Water.

C) Team update - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance) and Arnaud Brival

C.1: Staff turnover

C.2: New staff

D) New operational model - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance)

Lynn Lawrance presented that, following the recent people leaving, it was time to make some changes

in the operational model.

From now, the staff will be trained in a few steps, as follows:

The objective is to have a social impact by training locals on more safe diving practices, and

environmental by training them on marine conservation and coral planting.

After the trainings, the staff can decide to stay with TSP (and work as diving guides, marine

conservation trainers with locals and tourists, and coral gardener), or become dive guides with another

association or company.

E) "Yaf Keru experience, become a coral gardener for a day" - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance)

This initiative has started and has been successful so far. The idea is to organize a one day experience

for tourists visiting the region, taking them on dives and training them on coral gardening and marine

conservation. It gives the opportunity to the tourists to discover another side of Raja Ampat and learn

from locals.

This activity is financially profitable for the association, and seems to be a good way to collect more

funds in the future.

F) Coral restored - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance) and Arnaud Brival

So far, 8 475 m²of corals have been restored this year for a total of 21k. The objective is to plant 1,000

m² per month in 2023.  This amount represents almost half of what was achieved in the previous 5

years, despite the integration of the boat and associated operational challenges.
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5. Any Other Business

Hire more skilled hands in the field;

Hire more skilled hands in legal/admin/accounting.

Organise an expedition in May;

Potential to charter the boat for Conservation International;

Continue to apply for new grants;

Have maybe another documentary.

5.1 : VNV Advisory services, a new partner / donor.

They are specialised in biodiversity credit through mangrove conservation and restauration. The Sea

People will be their first marine conservation collaboration in biodiversity credits.

5.2 : Thanks to this new investment, new projects for 2023 will be possible:

5.3 In addition, during 2023, it is planned to:

6. Closing

With there being no further business, The SEA People AGM 2022 was adjourned at 11.40am.

_____________________________

Loreley Picourt, 

President

The SEA People

20 December 2022

_____________________________

Marine Lacourie 

Secretary

The SEA People

20 December2022

Minutes prepared by:

Marine Lacourie 

Secretary

The SEA People


